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Marketed in Europe, Mexico, Canada, Japan, Egypt, Australia, and South America as a Chrysler,
the Neon was offered in multiple versions and configurations over its production life, which
ended after the model year. The Neon nameplate was subsequently resurrected in for the Dodge
Neon, a rebadged variant of Fiat Tipo sedan for the Mexican market. The Neon nameplate first
appeared as a concept car in under the Dodge brand. Although radically styled and clearly not
production-ready featuring sliding suicide doors , the Neon concept resembled the future
production vehicle. The first generation Neon was introduced in January and manufactured until
August It was available as a four-door notchback sedan and a two-door notchback coupe. The
car was badged and sold as both a Dodge and a Plymouth in the United States and Canada ; in
Mexico was sold as Dodge and Chrysler, and in Europe, Australia and other export markets it
was sold as the Chrysler Neon. Pick any two. Neons had unconventional option availability,
including the lack of power windows in the rear doors. Certain color base-model Neons,
including red and black, had bumper covers molded in color rather than painted. These covers,
while textured and not as glossy as paint, absorbed scuffs and scrapes with less visible
damage. The mid-level Highline models in and used wheel covers with a bubble design. Paint
color choices became more subdued by the model years, as the majority of buyers opted for
more conventional tones. Later, the LX model was replaced by the LE with the updated model in
In Japan, only the sedan was offered. In Europe, the car was available with a 1. Europe received
one limited edition model, the CS that came only in Platinum paint. The ACR Neon, available
with the DOHC engine, featured four-wheel disc brakes, Arvin non-adjustable struts for â€”
models and Koni adjustable dampers for â€” models, thicker anti-sway bars, stiffer suspension
bushings, fast-ratio steering, heavy-duty wheel hubs, and a five-speed manual transmission
with a shorter. The ACR offers no badging to distinguish it from other Neon models; the only
visible differences are a bumper with fog light holes, but no fog lights and a lack of side
moldings. The name "ACR" was initially the internal ordering code for the "Competition
Package", as it was termed in dealer materials; however, as knowledge of the model spread, the
ACR name stuck. The backronym "American Club Racer" was coined due to its popularity with
club and grassroots racers. The "Stripe Delete" option was available from the factory, but with
no credit to the Neon's price. Sales of the second generation model started with the model year
and production ended with the model year. The second-generation Neon was only available as a
four-door sedan. In some global sales regions, including the U. The second generation was
more refined than the first-generation car. It was advertised that the second generation Neon
had over 1, refinements from the original generation. The first generation's frameless windows
were replaced with a full-framed door. Other NVH refinements were implemented. The new
interior and greater size increased weight. The last Plymouth Neon, which was also the last
Plymouth ever produced a silver four-door sedan , rolled off the assembly line on June 28,
Besides the 2. The 1. Originally, the second generation Neon featured a five-speed manual
transmission using the former ACR gear ratios to improve acceleration. However, this hurt gas
mileage and made the car noisier on the highway, and eventually, the original gear ratios were
restored. A four-speed automatic 41TE was offered in the Neon for the model year, and the
received an updated 40TE four-speed auto, replacing the earlier 3-speed 31TH. In Australia and
Canada, the Chrysler Neon was discontinued in The Neon was facelifted once again for with
large "crosseyed" headlights and crosshair grille to make it look more like a Dodge Caravan and
Dodge Stratus. The Chrysler Neon continued to be sold in Europe until In Brazil, the Neon was
marketed as a luxury mid-size sedan; for Mexico it was a competitor to the Ford Escort , and
sold as a Chrysler with either the 1. For the Dutch market, the Neon proved more successful
than for the rest of the Continent. Trim levels were 2. However, some grey import versions came
in from Mexico. This generation continued to be offered in Japan from to The Japanese version
was installed with a leather interior and was marketed as a small luxury car to Japanese
consumers. DaimlerChrysler discontinued the Neon, with the final cars assembled on
September 23, at the Belvidere Assembly plant in Belvidere, Illinois. Like the Neon, the Caliber
had an SRT-4 variant, but like the standard Caliber, it used a completely different engine. In
markets like Australia the Neon range was reduced to either 2. The first generation Neon earned
a "Poor" rating in an offset frontal Crash test conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety. The second generation Neon earned a higher "Marginal" rating. By comparison, the
Chevrolet Cavalier performed worse in the small car category in , the Neon's final year. No small
car made in this period, tested without side airbags, achieved better than a "Poor. In , the
Institute carried out side-impact tests on 14 small car models, simulating an impact with an
SUV. Among these, the Neon performed the worst. IIHS stated that the Neon had " This car is a
disaster The structure is poor Second generation headrests were rated as "Poor". Driver deaths
fatality risks statistics â€” published by the IIHS â€” rated the Neon and 15 other vehicles
among the "Highest rates of driver deaths. Released for the model year, around the same time

the Dodge Dart was expected to end production, there were reports that it would be sold in the
U. Plans to market the third-generation Neon vehicle north of Mexico were dropped following
General Motors and Ford each paring down their own passenger car lineups in the U. From
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Truck. Compact MPV. LCCN : sh Plymouth was a brand of automobiles produced by Chrysler
Corporation and its successor DaimlerChrysler. The brand was launched in to compete in what
was then described as the "low-priced" market segment that was dominated by Chevrolet and
Ford. It became the high-volume seller for the automaker until the late s. Plymouth cars were
marketed primarily in the United States. The brand was withdrawn from the marketplace in The
Plymouth models that were produced up to then were either discontinued or rebranded as
Chrysler or Dodge. The logo featured a rear view of the ship Mayflower which landed at
Plymouth Rock in Plymouth, Massachusetts. However, the inspiration for the Plymouth brand
name came from Plymouth binder twine, produced by the Plymouth Cordage Company , also of
Plymouth. The name was chosen by Joe Frazer due to the popularity of the twine among
farmers. The origins of Plymouth can be traced back to the Maxwell automobile. When Walter P.
Chrysler took over control of the troubled Maxwell- Chalmers car company in the early s, he
inherited the Maxwell as part of the package. After he used the company's facilities to help
create and launch the six-cylinder Chrysler automobile in , he decided to create a lower-priced
companion car. So for , the Maxwell was reworked and rebadged as the low-end four-cylinder
Chrysler "52" model. In , the "52" was once again redesigned to create the Chrysler-Plymouth
Model Q. While the original purpose of the Plymouth was to serve the lower end of a booming
automobile market, during the Great Depression of the s the division helped significantly in
ensuring the survival of the Chrysler Corporation when many other car companies failed. In ,
Chrysler decided to catch up with Ford and Chevrolet in engine cylinder count. The model
designation was advanced to 'PD'. It had been the 'Plymouth Six' at the introduction and was
sold through to the end of , but in much lower numbers. In , Plymouth along with the other
Chrysler makes added safety features such as flat dash boards with recessed controls and the
back of the front seat padded for the rear seat occupants [9]. The flathead six which started with
the Model PC stayed in the Plymouth until the models. In , Plymouth produced , vehicles, of

which 5, were two-door convertible coupes [10] with rumble seats. The convertible coupe was
prominently featured at Chrysler's exhibit at the New York World's Fair , advertised as the first
mass-production convertible with a power folding top. For much of its life, Plymouth was one of
the top-selling American automobile brands; it, together with Chevrolet and Ford , was
commonly referred to as the "low-priced three" marques in the American market. In , Virgil
Exner's new Forward Look design theme, advertised by Plymouth with the tagline "Suddenly,
it's ", [12] produced cars with advanced styling compared to Chevrolet or Ford. The total
production soared to ,, about , more than , and the largest output yet for Plymouth. However, the
â€” Forward Look models suffered from poor materials, spotty build quality, and inadequate
corrosion protection; they were rust-prone and greatly damaged Chrysler's reputation. In ,
Chrysler started its decade-long unsuccessful attempt to develop and market a viable car
powered by a turbine engine when it installed an experimental turbine developed specifically for
road vehicles in a Plymouth. Although Plymouth sales suffered as a result of the quality control
problems and excesses of the Exner-styled models in the early s, people bought enough of the
cars to keep the division profitable. Starting in , the Valiant compact became a Plymouth, further
boosting sales. Under the impression that Chevrolet was about to "downsize" its models,
Chrysler introduced a significantly smaller standard Plymouth for As is known, Chevrolet's big
cars were not downsized, catching Plymouth in a sales slump in a market where "bigger was
better". The Fury, Belvedere, and Savoy were slightly larger, featuring a totally new body style,
highlighted by prominent outboard front parking lights. For , Plymouth got another major
restyle, featuring a new "slantback" roofline for hardtop coupes that would prove popular. For ,
the Fury models were built on the new C-body platform. The Savoy line was discontinued and
the Belvedere was classified as an intermediate, retaining the B-body platform used starting The
Sport Fury, which featured bucket seats and a console shifter, was a mix of luxury and sport.
Ford and Chevrolet had introduced luxury editions of their big cars for and Plymouth responded
with the Sport Fury with a CID and the VIP was introduced as a more luxurious version of the
Fury. Furys, Belvederes, and Valiants continued to sell well during the lates and earlys. The
performance car market segment expanded during the late s and early s. The Barracuda
fastback is considered the first of Plymouth's sporty cars. Looking for an advantage at the drag
races, had a stripped-down Belvedere coupe, the Road Runner, which featured a bench seat
and minimal interior and exterior trim, but was available with Chrysler's big-block engines and a
floor-mounted four-speed manual transmission. The Barracuda, originally a "compact sporty
car", became available with the Hemi and big-block engines in During this time, the brand also
competed in professional automobile racing. By the s, emissions and safety regulations, along
with soaring gasoline prices and an economic downturn, meant demand dropped for all
muscle-type models. As with other American vehicles of the time, [ citation needed ] there was a
progressive decrease in the Barracuda's performance. To meet increasingly stringent safety
and exhaust emission regulations, big-block engine options were discontinued. The remaining
engines were detuned year by year to reduce exhaust emissions, which also reduced their
power output. There was also an increase in weight as bumpers became larger and, starting in ,
E-body doors were equipped with heavy steel side-impact protection beams. Higher fuel prices
and performance-car insurance surcharges deterred many buyers as the interest in
high-performance cars waned. Sales of pony cars were on the decline. The redesign for the
Barracuda removed all its previous commonality with the Valiant. The original fastback design
was deleted from the line and the Barracuda now consisted of coupe and convertible models.
The all-new model, styled by John E. Herlitz , was built on a shorter, wider version of Chrysler's
existing B platform , called the E-body. The E-body Barracuda was now "able to shake the
stigma of 'economy car'. Other Barracuda options included decal sets, hood modifications, and
unusual "high impact" colors. The compact Valiant sold well and built a reputation for attractive
styling, durability, economy, and value. Although the Valiant hardtop was discontinued for , it
was reintroduced as a virtual clone of the Dodge Dart Swinger for under the model name
"Valiant Scamp". Horizon sold well, but suffered from a scathing report by Consumer Reports ,
which found its handling dangerous in certain situations. Plymouth continued to sell the
Horizon until , when a variety of front-wheel drive compact cars made up the line. Big
Plymouths, including the Fury and Gran Fury, were sold until the early s, but mostly as fleet
vehicles. While attempting to compete with Ford and Chevrolet for big-car sales, Plymouth was
hurt by Chrysler's financial woes in the late s, when both its competitors downsized their
full-size models. The Plymouth Reliant and Dodge Aries were introduced for model year as the
first " K-cars " manufactured and marketed by the Chrysler Corporation. The Reliant was
available as a 2-door coupe , 4-door sedan , or as a 4-door station wagon , in three different trim
lines: base, Custom and SE "Special Edition". Station wagons came only in Custom or SE trim.
Unlike many small cars, the K-cars retained the traditional 6-passenger 2-bench seat with a

column shifter seating arrangement favored by many Americans. The Reliant was powered by a
then-new 2. Initial sales were brisk, with both Reliant and Aries each selling over , units in The
Aries replaced the Dodge Aspen. The Reliant and Aries were classified by the EPA as mid-size
and were the smallest cars to have 6-passenger seating with a 3-seat per row setup, similar to
larger rear-wheel drive cars such as the Dodge Dart and other front-wheel drive cars such as the
Chevrolet Celebrity. Chrysler marketed the car as being able to seat "six Americans. They were
virtually identical with the exception of badging. Once again, the third generation Gran Fury was
available in base and higher-end "Salon" trim. As in previous years, the higher-volume Gran
Fury base model catered more towards fleet customers while Gran Fury Salons were geared
more towards private customers and offered options such as full vinyl roofs, velour upholstery,
turbine-spoke wheels, power windows, and power locks. Although available to private retail
customers, the M-body Gran Fury was far more popular with police departments and other fleet
customers, primarily since the car was reasonably priced and had a conventional drivetrain with
proven components that could withstand a good deal of abuse. This generation of the Gran
Fury sold in respectable numbers. This was the last car to carry the Gran Fury nameplate, but it
remained largely unchanged for its 7-year run. Declining sales, a lack of promotion, and
technical obsolescenceâ€”the platform dated back to the Plymouth Volare and Dodge Aspen
â€”eventually contributed to the model's demise in early That year, a driver-side airbag became
standard; this would be the last RWD Plymouth until the introduction of the Prowler. While
Dodge offered the Monaco , and later the Intrepid , Chrysler never replaced the Gran Fury with
any other large car in the remainder of Plymouth's lineup on through to its demise in the model
year. In , Chrysler marketed the rebadged Plymouth variant of its new minivan as the Voyager,
using the Chrysler's S platform, derived from the K-platform Plymouth Reliant and Dodge Aries.
The Voyager shared components with the K-cars including portions of the interior, e. For , the
Voyager received minor cosmetic updates as well as the May introduction of the Grand
Voyager, which was built on a longer wheelbase adding more cargo room. It was available only
with SE or LE trim. First-generation Voyager minivans were offered in three trim levels: an
unnamed base model, mid-grade SE , and high-end LE , the latter bearing simulated woodgrain
paneling. Safety features included 3-point seat belts for the front two passengers and lap belts
for rear passengers. Standard on all Voyagers were legally mandated side-impact
reinforcements for all seating front and rear outboard positions, but airbags or ABS were not
available. Later commercials in featured rock singer Tina Turner. For , which was the
Sundance's first year, it was available in a single base model. For , a higher-end RS model was
available. The RS model, which stood for Rally Sport, came with standard features that included
two-tone paint, fog lights, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. It was also available with a
turbocharged 2. For , the base model split into two distinct models: entry-level America and
mid-level Highline, in addition to the high-end RS. The stripped-down America had previously
been offered for the Plymouth Horizon's final year in The AA-body cars were badge-engineered
triplets, as were most Chrysler products of this time. The Acclaim differed from its siblings
primarily in wheel choices, bodyside molding, and fascias where it sported its unique taillights
and the corporate Plymouth eggcrate-grille. Like the K-body and E-body vehicles they replaced,
the Acclaim and Dodge Spirit were both marketed as mainstream variants, while the Chrysler
LeBaron was marketed as the luxury variant. Despite this, there was substantial overlap in trims
and equipment among each car. For example, a fully loaded Acclaim was almost similar to a
base LeBaron in features and price. In addition to its entry-level base model, the Acclaim was
initially available in mid-range LE and high-end LX trim. By the s, Plymouth had lost much of its
identity, as its models continued to overlap in features and prices with Dodges and Eagles. This
included giving Plymouth its own new sailboat logo and advertisements that focused solely on
value. Chrysler considered giving Plymouth a variant of the highly successful new-for full-size
LH platform , [37] which would have been called the Accolade, but decided against it. After
discontinuing the Eagle brand in , Chrysler was planning to expand the Plymouth line with a
number of unique models before the corporation's merger with Daimler-Benz AG. The first
model was the Plymouth Prowler , a hot rod -styled sports car. The PT Cruiser was to have been
the second. Both models had similar front-end styling, suggesting Chrysler intended a retro
styling theme for the Plymouth brand. At the time of Daimler's takeover of Chrysler, Plymouth
had no models besides the Prowler not also offered in a similar version by Dodge. From a peak
production of , for the model year, Plymouth rarely exceeded , cars per year after In Canada, the
Plymouth name was defunct at the end of the model year. Consequently, DaimlerChrysler
decided to drop the make after a limited run of models. This was announced on November 3,
The last new model sold under the Plymouth marque was the second-generation Neon for The
PT Cruiser was ultimately launched as a Chrysler, and the Prowler and Voyager were absorbed
into that make, as well. Following the model year, the Neon was sold only as a Dodge in the US,

though it remained available as a Chrysler in Canadian and other markets. Plymouth built
various trucks and vans over the years, mainly rebadged Dodge or Chrysler vehicles. Early
pickups, delivery trucks, and other commercial trucks were available, and later an SUV,
full-sized vans, and minivans. Plymouth had supplied components to the Fargo vehicles,
another member of the Chrysler family, but entered the commercial market in with the PT From
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amount of cash we pay depends on the condition of the vehicle and whether or not we salvage,
scrap or simply junk your car. There is no better time to clear off the outside of your home when
you do your spring cleaning inside. Clearing out things that you don't need makes space for
more of what you need. When things are cleaner and clearer, they just naturally look and feel
better. Once you can see and feel the difference, your whole life changes. Cleaning
uncomplicates things. If your vehicle still has a lein on it, then unfortunately we will not be able
to buy it from you. To resolve this issue, get in touch with your leinholder and then pay off the
loan before you junk your vehicle. The reason behind this is that the leinholder still holds the
title of the car, and therefore we will not be able to purchase a vehicle that is not under your
name. We can give you money for your junk car no matter its condition. The amount of money
you can sell your car for depends on a number of things including its condition and age. If we
cannot find another use for it there is always value in scrap metal. Give us a call to get some
money for your junk car. Call us right now and we can tell you over the phone how much your
junk car is worth. In a mere 10 minutes we will give you a free quote that could be a life changer.
We love to discuss junk cars and what they are worth. We will always try to get you the most
money for your car. Your offer price may be different from the prices shown based on condition
a
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nd location. I highly reccomend Rusty's! They were very professional, fast, and friendly. Thank
you for the excellent service. I had a very positive experience with this company Great
experience. The customer service team were a great help. Within 3 days my car was picked up
and check was in hand!! Get an instant quote by calling Call Now If my car still has a loan on it
can it still be sold? Can you buy my car if it is completely wrecked? At what point will you tell
me how much my junk car is worth? Longitude Find Your Car's Value! You vehicle may be
worth much more than shown below. Call us for a guaranteed quote on your car or truck.
Kenneth - Salem, OR. Kelsie - Portland, OR. Greg - Eugene, OR. Get an instant quote by calling
Set up an appointment with your Boardman OR tower. Our tower will pay you cash on the spot.
We will tow the junk car away FREE of charge. You do not have to be present at time of pickup alternative payment arrangements can be made. Call for an instant Quote.

